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Abstract

The sizing and efficiency of an aircraft is largely

determined by the performance of its high-lift system.

Subsonic civil transports most often use deployable
multi-element airfoils to achieve the maximum-lift re-

quirements for landing, as well as the high lift-to-drag

ratios for take-off. However, these systems produce

very complex flow fields which are not fully under-

stood by the scientific community. In order to com-
pete in today's market place, aircraft manufacturers

will have to design better high-lift systems. There-

fore, a more thorough understanding of the flows as-

sociated with these systems is desired.

Flight and wind-tunnel experiments have been

conducted on NASA Langley's B737-100 research air-
craft to obtain detailed full-scale flow measurements

on a multi-element high-lift system at various flight

conditions. As part of this effort, computational aero-

dynamic tools are being used to provide preliminary

flow-field information for instrumentation develop-

ment, and to provide additional insight during the

data analysis and interpretation process. The pur-

pose of this paper is to demonstrate the ability and
usefulness of a three-dimensional low-order potential-

flow solver, PMARC, by comparing computational

results with data obtained from 1/8 scale wind-tunnel

tests. Overall, correlation of experimental and com-

putational data reveals that the panel method is able

to predict reasonably well the pressures of the air-

craft's multi-element wing at several spanwise sta-

tions. PMARC's versatility and usefulness is also

demonstrated by accurately predicting inviscid three-

dimensional flow features for several intricate geomet-

rical regions.
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Abbreviations

B737-100

CFD

CPU
PMARC

TSRV

Nomenclature

maximum lift coefficient

pressure coefficient

lift-to-drag ratio

Reynolds number

aircraft angle of attack, (deg)
non-dimensional span location, y/(b/2)

step size used in streamline traces

Boeing 737-100

Computational Fluid Dynamics

Central Processing Unit
Panel Method Ames Research Center

Transport Systems Research Vehicle

Introduction

The primary objective in high-lift system design is
to safely achieve airfield requirements without deteri-

orating cruise performance. This usually necessitates

high maximum-lift, CL .... capabilities for landing

as well as high lift-to-drag, L/D, ratios for take-off.

Modern jet transports incorporate complex multi-

element systems to achieve such conditions, and the

current competitive market is requiring aircraft com-

panies to design simpler, more efficient high-lift sys-
tems. However, the complex flow fields associated

with these systems make the design problem a diffi-
cult task. 1

Traditionally, wind-tunnel tests were used as the

primary means for evaluating multi-element high-

lift flows; however, testing itself is limited by costs,
and the low Reynolds number experimental data

has-limited applicability to flight Reynolds number

conditions. 2 Only recently, with the evolution of com-

puter hardware capabilities, have CFD tools become

a viable option for assessing the viscous and inviscid
effects present in high-lift flows. 3, 4, s Current limita-

tions in computer resources and flow modeling tech-

niques still restrict most viscous computational so-

lutions to only two dimensions; however, the need
still exists for an accurate and cost efficient means for



predictinginviscidthree-dimensionaleffects,s,r Two-
dimensionalcodes will always be limited by the ac-

curacy of the models which they use to account for

sweep, taper, and finite-wing effects when analyzing
a 3-D wing. Furthermore, 2-D codes will always lack

the ability to accurately and solely predict sectional

flows dominated by 3-D effects, such as regions near

the nacelles, wing tips, or fuselage. Thus, it is es-

sential when examining a high-lift system to isolate

three-dimensional effects so that their prominence in

the flow physics can be accessed.

Until a full viscous 3-D solution becomes prac-
tical, alternate methods must combine 2-D viscous

solutions with 3-D inviscid calculations to provide
the best analysis of a multi-element high-lift system.

The NASA Langley high-lift flight-research team is

currently using this type of approach to evaluate the
B737-100 research aircraft, s The purpose of this com-

putational effort is to: (1) provide preliminary flow-

field information during the instrumentation develop-

ment and installation process; (2) provide additional

information during the data analysis and interpre-
tation process; and (3) determine the usefulness as
well as the limitations of the available CFD codes

in the study of high-lift aerodynamics for complex

configurations. Three-dimensional potential-flow so-

lutions about the aircraft in its landing-approach con-

figuration have been calculated using PMARC (Panel

Method Ames Research Center).

Computational Analyses

Potential-flow simulations of transport aircraft

with high-lift devices have been recognized as be-

ing an essential step in the evolution of a rational
analytical design capability and have also served as

a foundation for viscous/vortex simulations of these

configurations. 9 These codes are often advantageous

over other flow solvers because of their ability to

model complex configurations without getting in-

volved with flow-field grid generations. They are also

favored for many applications due to their relative

economy. Several studies have proven that potential-

flow panel methods are capable of successfully analyz-

ing transport aircraft configurations. 1°, 11 When used

for high-lift purposes, panel methods can be benefi-

cial by identifying regions of predominantly 2-D flows,

detecting areas of highly interactive 3-D flows, and

determining regions which are dominated by vortex

flows. In the past, higher-order methods were usu-

ally applied when the velocity near the body was

continuous, such as the gaps of multi-element airfoils.

However, constant strength singularity elements have

shown their potential to give good results in these re-

gions when a sufficient number of panels are used and

when proper panel spacing is applied. 12' la, 14

Code Presentation

PMARC (Version 12.19), was developed by Ashby
et al. is at the NASA Ames Research Center as an

incompressible potential-flow panel method capable

of numerically predicting inviscid flow fields around

complex three-dimensional geometries. The part of

the flow potential which represents the body is mod-

eled by constant-strength source and doublet distri-

butions over each panel, thus the code is referred to as

a low-order method. The internal Dirichlet boundary

condition is prescribed to each panel on the surface so

that the velocity potential for each control point can
be calculated. This way, the sources are determined

explicitly based on external normal velocities, and the

doublet strengths are determined using an integral

equation which prescribes the condition on the inner

potential. The code also has the option of employing
the Neumann boundary condition which works by di-

rectly specifying the zero normal velocity component
at each control point on the patch. PMARC does in-

clude an optional boundary-layer routine to account
for viscous effects; however, this analysis, based on

the momentum-integral equation, was deemed to be

not accurate enough for the present problem. There-

fore, only inviscid solutions are presented.

Surface Grid Generation

Creating the computational surface mesh can
sometimes be one of the most difficult and time-

consuming procedures when applying a panel method

to a complex configuration. Without a robust geom-

etry preprocessor, surface modeling can become te-
dious and cumbersome. GEOMAIR was chosen to

create and manipulate the surface grid of the B737-

100 high-lift configuration. This code was devel-

oped at North Carolina State University and provides
a simple user interface for creating complex three-

dimensional geometries for several different aerody-
namic panel codes. 16 It was designed to perform var-

ious geometrical transformations, including the ro-
tation and scaling of individual surface components.

Each modeled geometry consists of a number of

curved regions called "patches", which are divided

up.into quadrilateral "panels". Each patch consists
of at least two "sections" which are a series of points

linked together defining the surface curvature.

-The surface mesh of the Boeing 737-100 was cre-

ated using coordinates obtained from the Boeing

Commercial Airplane Group. Figure 1 shows the sur-

face grid of the starboard wing without the engine

nacelle. This approach configuration (also referred to

as the 40 ° flap configuration) consists of nearly 5,100



panelswhilerepresentingonlyhalf of theairplane.
Thisfinalnumberofpanels,withproperpanelspac-
ingandalignment,wasabletoaccuratelycapturethe
complexityof thegeometrywhileat thesametime
providedetailedpressuredistributions.

Whentheenginenacellewasaddedto themodel,
anadditional1,100panelswereappendedto thesur-
facegrid (Figure2). Eachfinalizedmeshwasthe
resultofsensitivitystudieswhichwereimplemented
whiledevelopingthe modelsothat the leastnum-
berof panelscouldbeusedto capturetheflowbe-
haviorof interest.Thesestudieswereconductedin
boththechordwiseandspanwisedirectionsforevery
patch. Theultimatepaneldensitywasdetermined
whennegligiblechangesin thesolutionoccurredas
thenumberof panelswasincreased.

Severalgeometrychangeshadto bemadeto the
computationalmodelin orderto minimizenumeri-
calcomplications.Onesuchchangewasthesmooth-
ingof thecoveregionsonthemainelementandmid
flap. Theseareasareallocatedfor storingthe re-
tractedtrailing-edgeflapsystemduringcruisecondi-
tions.Sincepotential-flowmethodsoftenhavediffi-
cultiesindifferentiatingthedoubletstrengthsaround
sharpsurfacediscontinuities,thecoveswerereshaped
to simulatethedisplacementof theseparationbub-
bleswhichexistin theseregionsduringviscouscondi-
tions.Thefairedcovesweredevelopedduringprevi-
ous2-Dstudiesonthesamewingat the7?= 0.58sta-
tion. Viscous2-Danalysesrevealednegligiblediffer-
encesinpressuresbetweenthetwocoveshapes.Iv' is

Anothernotabledifferencebetweenthecomputa-
tionalmodelandtheactualaircraftis theremovalof
theslat "lip" whichabutsthe loweraft sideof the
leading-edgedevice.Favorably,the1/8scalewind-
tunnelmodeldid not include the "lip" on its geome-

try, thus resulting errors were eliminated when only

compared to tunnel data. A cross-sectional view of

the computational geometry at the r1 = 0.58 semi-

span station is shown in Figure 3.

Wake Modeling

Lifting effects are modeled in PMARC using vor-
tex wakes. Wakes can be shed from known separa-

tion lines on the surface geometry in order to fix the

rear stagnation point and the circulation around the

body. These wakes must be attached to the trailing

edge of any surface which uses the Kutta condition as

a boundary condition. The Kutta condition requires

the velocity at the rear stagnation point to be finite,

and is essential for determining the doublet strengths

on the first row of panels of the trailing vortex sheet.

Previous studies on the same high-lift configura-

tion concentrated on examining several different wake

models using PMARC. 1_' 19 It was concluded from
these studies that a "streamline method" was the

best wake model when examining this high-lift con-

figuration. This particular wake model uses the re-

sults of off-body streamline traces to form a defined

wake geometry. This systematic approach was ac-

cepted with the understanding that the wakes are

generally aligned with the local velocity field (or off-

body streamlines). 13 A similar technique would be
to form the wake lattice from detailed flow visualiza-

tions; however, these types of results were not avail-

able for the current study.

When creating the "streamline wake", a flat rigid

wake lattice was initially used while tracing stream-
lines from the trailing edge of each lifting element.

In order to achieve adequate roll-up definition for the

40 ° flap configuration, a step size (As) of 5 inches was

used. Off-body traces were computed to a finite dis-

tance downstream equal to approximately one span

length. A short FORTRAN algorithm was developed
to convert the computed streamlines into the proper
format for PMARC wakes. Solutions were then re-

computed using the new wake geometries.

Figure 4 shows the off-body streamline traces for
the B737-100 at a typical approach angle (c_ - 8.0°).

The presence of roll-up is distinctly evident near the

edges of all lifting surfaces. Notice that the strongest
region of vortical flow appears to generate off the tip

of the outboard trailing-edge flap system. This flow

phenomenon correlates well with visual observations

commonly seen during flight and wind-tunnel tests.

A greater acceptance of the streamline wake method

may be established by observing a cross-sectional cut

of the off-body traces. Figure 5 shows a planar view

at the r} -- 0.58 semispan station and reveals very

realistic wake shapes for the five-element wing.

Description of the Research Aircraft

The NASA-Langley Transport Systems Research

Vehicle (TSRV) was the prototype aircraft used in the

development of the Boeing 737-100 series. While still

maintaining its original exterior shape, the research

vehicle has been significantly modified while at NASA
to accommodate a variety of different flight tests. "_°
In order to achieve short-field take-offs and landings,

the.aircraft incorporates a multi-element high-lift sys-

tem. The leading-edge high-lift devices consist of an

inboard Kruger flap and three outboard slats. The

trailing-edge assemblage is comprised of two sets of

triple-slotted Fowler flaps separated by the engine na-
celle. Therefore, a typical wing section consists of five

elements: slat (or Kruger flap), main wing, fore flap,

mid flap, and aft flap. Detailed flow measurements
have been obtained at one nominal spanwise station



(t/= 0.58)frompreviousflighttests,s,_-I

Wind-Tunnel Experiments

Wind-tunnel tests were conducted on a 1/8 scale
model of the TSRV in the Langley 14x22 foot sub-

sonic tunnel. A photograph of the model while in-

stalled in the tunnel is shown in Figure 6. The objec-
tive of the 14x22 tests was to obtain surface pressure

measurements for understanding flow physics, verify-

ing CFD codes, and comparing with full-scale flight
results.

Nearly 650 flush pressure taps were distributed
at the seven different spanwise stations illustrated in

Figure 7. These taps were placed on both the up-
per and lower surfaces of every applicable high-lift

element at each of the spanwise locations. The wind-

tunnel tests were conducted within dynamic pressures

of 10 psf and 40 psf. As a result, Mach numbers

varied between 0.08 to 0.17, and Reynolds numbers

ranged from 0.54 to 1.07 million. The test matrix in-

cluded angles-of-attack between -4 ° and 14 ° for the

15 °, 30 °, and 40 ° flap configurations.

Discussion of Results

During typical approach maneuvers, the TSKV

extends all leading-edge devices to their proper po-
sitions, and deploys its trailing-edge flap system to

a 40 ° setting. This high-lift configuration is used to

produce maximum lift for landing and was the only

configuration investigated. Since total force coeffi-

cients were not compared in this study, the tail sur-

faces were removed from the computational geometry.

Values for the computational chordwise pressure co-

efficients were extracted by linearly interpolating be-
tween the two nearest control point columns on each

element. A specified convergence criteria of 0.0005

was used by the matrix solver, and was normally at-
tained within 190 iterations. This convergence toler-

ance is defined as the percent change in the solution
vector elements between successive iterations. The el-

ement in the solution vector with the largest change

is used to determine if the solution is converged.

As mentioned earlier, chordwise pressure distribu-

tions were measured at seven different spanwise sta-

tions on the 1/8 scale wind-tunnel model. Five of

these stations incorporate all five high-lift elements.

Presently, flight-test data is limited to only one span-

wise station (_7 = 0.58); therefore, it will only be pre-

sented in comparisons at that section. However, ex-

tensive comparisons between PMARC and flight data

have been made in the past and are summarized in

References [121 and [19].

Comparison of Flight, Wind-Tunnel and
P M AP,.C Pressures

Figure 8 compares flight, wind-tunnel, and

PMARC pressures at the 17 = 0.58 wing section.
Despise Reynolds number differences, flight and tun-

nel data agree reasonably well at the given angle-of-

attack; however, the magnitude of the pressure peaks

on the leading edge of the main wing are noticeably
different. This can be attributed to the absence of

the slat "lip" on the wind-tunnel model which effec-

tively reduces the circulation around the entire slat
element. As a result, the loading on the aft portion of

the slat decreases and the magnitude of the pressure

peak on the main element increases.. It is evident that

the PMARC model, also lacking the slat "lip", was

able to capture this inviscid effect by closely predict-

ing the location and magnitude of the first pressure

peak.
Neither PMARC nor wind-tunnel tests could

replicate the double pressure peaks on the leading

edge as measured in flight. The second peak is at-
tributed to the local flow acceleration caused by a

notch in the upper ._urface where the slat nests dur-

ing cruise conditions. PMARC solutions correspond
reasonably well with "-he rest of the main wing's ex-

perimental pressures except for the last quarter of the

upper surface where the boundary-layer influence is

greatest. Evident by the close agreement between the

last few points on the wing's lower surface, the mod-
ified cove was effective in simulating the separation

bubble in this region. The high experimental Cp val-
ues near the aft portion of the wing indicate that the

flow reattaches at the trailing edge. This correlates

well with the fully-attache0 solutions obtained from

the code.

Similar to experimental data, computational re-

sults in_cated that the pressures at the trailing edge

of each flap element, except for the aft flap, did not

completely recover due to the influence of the down-

stream element. As expected, the code overpredicts

the upper-surface flap pressures; however, the upper-

surface trends were legitimately matched and lower-

surface pressures were nearly identical. These results

were anticipated due to the absence of prominent vis-

cous/compressible effects which are present in these

regions during flap deployment (confluent boundary

layers, wake/boundary layer interacticns, etc.).

Comparison of Pressures over Slat 3

Comparisons between wind-tunnel and PMARC

pressures at the 77= 0.54 wing section are presented

in Figure 9. It should be noted that this spanwise

station incorporates Slat 3, which has a smaller de-

flection than Slats 1-2 (see Figure 1). As a result, the



effective angle-of-attack on the slat element is greater.

Consequently, the slat loading is larger for this sec-
tion than stations which incorporate the other two

slats. PMARC does well at predicting the increased

pressure loading and sharp peak on the slat element.
Another notable flow feature which PMARC is

able to predict at the rl - 0.54 section is the small
"notch" that occurs on the pressure peak of the main

wing. This notch is attributed to the large overhang
that exists between the slat and main element. As a

result, the circulation around the slat is able to sup-

press the pressure peak on the main wing until the

trailing edge of the forward element is encountered.

Kruger Flap Modeling
A comparison was made between computational

and experimental pressures at the z1 -- 0.23 semispan
station. As observed in Figure 10, this particular

section incorporates the deployed Kruger flap as its

leading-edge device. The Kruger flap itself is a very
thin surface which abuts the lower front side of the

main wing. Since the surface has a "near zero" thick-
hess with no available geometrical representation of

the adjacent separation bubble, the lifting element
cannot be treated as an enclosed body in PMARC.

Thus, the Dirichlet boundary condition is no longer
valid for this patch since the internal potential can-

not be assumed constant. The Neumann boundary

condition, which prescribes a condition on the surface

itself, had to be applied to the Kruger patch.

Figure 10 compares PMARC pressures with those

obtained from the wind-tunnel. Again, very good
correlation is established between the experimental

and computational data. By prescribing the Neu-
mann boundary condition on the Kruger flap, the

panel method is able to accurately predict the pres-
sure peak on the main element. To demonstrate the

effectiveness of applying the Neumann condition to

the Kruger flap, solutions were also computed using
the Dirichlet condition and are presented in the same

figure. The results of this change were highly inaccu-

rate pressures over the forward portion of the main el-

ement. No pressure data was available for the Kruger

flap; therefore, the accuracy of the computed pres-
sures for this surface cannot be verified. The success

achieved on leading-edge devices at other spanwise
sections would indicate that PMAI_C's Kruger pres-

sures are reasonable.

Effects of the Engine Nacelle
As stated earlier, an additional 1,100 panels were

appended to the geometry when the nacelle and py-
lon were added to the model. No boundary condi-

tions were placed on the inlet or exit of the engine,

thus power effects were not calculated. Previous stud-
ies revealed that the engine nacelle addition produces

minimal pressure differences at the rl - 0.58 spanwise

station.12. 19 It was concluded, however, that the ad-

dition would have a more prominent effect on wing

sections closer to the pylon.

Figure 11 shows the effects that the engine na-
celle addition has at the r/= 0.40 semispan station.

Indeed, the better representation of the true geome-

try improves the predictions on the slat surface and

on the forward portion of the main wing. However,

the solution degrades towards the aft portion of the

main wing and over each of the trailing-edge ele-

ments. The small gaps that exist between the flap

tips and nacelle create erroneous suction pressures on
surrounding panels. Establishing a good model for

such regions is very difficult when using panel meth-

ods. Since the potential flow method does not ac-
count for viscous effects, the narrow gaps cause veloc-

ities within the local vicinity to increase to unrealistic

values, which in reality are reduced by viscous fric-

tion. Past studies reveal that the best approach when

applying a low-order method to such regions, is to
simply leave the wing tips open. 22 However, this tech-

nique had already been incorporated into the TSRV

geometry with regards to other numerical considera-
tions. Thus, the effects of the nacelle addition at the

selected semispan station can be best summarized as

improving the accuracy of slat pressures, with the

consequential degradation of flap predictions.

Effects of Panel Spacing
Comparisons at the _7 = 0.71 wing section are

presented in Figure 12 and are included to demon-

strate the importance of panel spacing when model-

ing a multi-element system. Spacing was optimized

for the r/ = 0.58 section so that the most accurate
solution could be obtained with the least number of

panels. Unfortunately, the gaps and overlaps of the
TSRV's outboard flap and slat elements vary accord-

ing to span. As a result, the numerical accuracy de-

grades away from the 7? = 0.58 section. This conse-

quence is clearly evident in Figure 12 by the sharp

pressure spikes on the leading edge of each flap ele-
ment. A solution to this 3-D modeling problem would

be _o greatly increase the density of panels near the

multi-element gaps.

An attempt was made to resolve the pressure

spikes at the r/ = 0.71 section. This was done by
doubling the number of chordwise panels on each flap

element. Although small reductions in discrepancies

could be achieved, the amount of CPU time required

to accomplish this task overshadowed any net ben-

efits. The TSRV high-lift configuration without en-



ginenacelles(_ 5100 panels) required 2046 seconds of

CPU time on Langley's Cray Y-MP supercomputer.

The same configuration with doubled chordwise flap

panels (_ 6500 panels), required 2719 seconds of CPU

time. Furthermore, there was no true advantage of

resolving the pressure spikes in the flap regions since
large amounts of error already existed as a result of

the absence of viscous and compressible effects.
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[i]

Sources of Error

Several primary factorscan account for the dis-

crepanciesbetween experimental and computational [2]
resultsin thisstudy. Most important isthe absence

of viscouseffectsin the potential-flowsolutions.Al-

though PMARC has the abilityto compensate for

3-D finitewing-effects,the inviscidcode largelyover-

predicts regionsdominated by boundary layersand

flow separation. Likewise,the absence of compress- [31

ibleeffectsisacknowledged as a source oferrorespe-

ciallybetween the gaps of high-liftelements.

The geometry ofthe B737-i00 high-liftsystem un-

der flightloadsispresentlynot definedenough forthe
measured data to serve as a benchmark. This has [4]

become a major interest for researchers and is one of

the primary topics currently being investigated in the

B737-100 high-lift flight research program at NASA

Langley. Additional geometrical error was introduced [5]
as a result of the alterations made to the computa-
tional model. These include the removal of the slat

"lip" and the smoothing of the cove shapes.

Concluding Remarks [6]

A multi-phased flight program is underway at the
NASA Langley Research Center to obtain detailed

characteristics of multi-element high-lift flows. In

support of this research, wind-tunnel tests have been

conducted on a 1/8 scale model of the NASA Langley [7]
Transport Systems Research Vehicle. Several CFD

tools are being used in the program to assist with

instrumentation development and planning, and to
provide additional information for the data analysis [8]

and interpretation process.

PMARC, a low-order panel method, has been

used to provide an inviscid three-dimensional analy- [9]
sis of the Boeing 737-100 in its high-lift configuration.

Overall, correlations between experimental and com-

putational data reveal that the panel method is able

to predict reasonably well the pressure distributions

of a multi-element wing. Comparisons made at var-

ious spanwise stations demonstrate the code's versa- [10]

tility and usefulness by accurately predicting inviscid

3-D flow features in complex geometrical regions.
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Figure 1. Front View of Paneled Approach Configuration
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Figure 2. Surface Grid of Approach Configuration with Engine Nacelle
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Figure 3. Comparison of True and Computational Geometries

Figure 4. Off-body Streamlines Traces (a = 7.6 °)



Figure 5. Cross-section of Streamlines at r/= 0.58

Figure 6. i/8 Scale 737-100 Model Installed in Langley's 14x22 Wind Tunnel
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Figure 7. Spanwise Pressure Tap Locations on 1/8 Scale Model
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Figure II. Cp Comparisons: Wind-Tunnel and PMARC (a = 8.0 °, r/= 0.40)
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